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I am very pleased to have the opportunity to address the

Securities InJustry Association this mornirg. In fact, I have

been looking forward to these remarks with considerable

anticipation. That anticipation -- am even curiosity -- stems

in part, from recent press accounts that this forum will

include an announcement of the results am conclusions of the

_ Commission's pending proceeding on off-board trading rules am

an articulation of the steps necessary for creation of a national

market system.' Let rre assure you that no one in this room is

more anxiously awaitiTg' that portion of the program than I am.

In any case, speculation concerning the content of my

remarks is perhaps the most benign of the predictions, guesses,

and p..1rported inside views which have appeared concerning the

Conmission's work towards the develq>ment of a national market

.system. I hope this 1'OOrningto be able to dispel sane of the

misimpressions am misunJerstandings which these accounts may have
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created and to help you to understand both the process and the

considerations which the Commissionwill bring to bear in the

course of its work to facilitate creation of the national market

system ITBndatedby Congress.

An Approach to Regulation

Before turning to someobservations concerning the securities

imustry, I want to provide a bit of insight into my ownphilosophy

and style so that you will have sane sense of what to expect from

the Chairman of the Securities and ExchangeComnissioo during the

next five years. WhenI accepted President carter's invitation

to lead the CommissionI believed -- and I still believe --

that the issues which the CommissionI s Chairmanwill face

between now and 1982 are important enough to our econanic

future to merit the five-year carmitment he requested. Accord-

ingly, \tie will be bourd to one another for a considerable

period of time, and it is crucial that, as partners in the
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business of ensur irq the effectiveness am efficiency of the

markets, we understarxi one another from the outset.

I have a real appreciation for the role of capital

formation in stimulating am providing the life blood for

the most successful econanic system in the history of the

world. I have carmitted myself over the years to situations am

opportunities about which I have stro~ convictions am to which

I think I can contribute something that will makea difference.

I decided to leave private business arrl accept the

deanship at UClA because I saw an opportunity to build an outstanding

school an:] to Introduce some important and innovative concepts

in managementeducation. Similarly, I came to the Commissionprimarily

because of my concern for the integrity of the capital formation

process and the private enterprise system generally. Public confidence

haS been shaken - confidence whid'l must prevail if the private

capital markets are to survive and finance our econanic future.
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Questions have been raised, for example, about the integrity of

corporate earnings, about whether American business is run in

the best interests of its shareholders am the larger society

of \1iilichit is a part, about whether our equity markets are an

attractive am fair place for the individual investor to place

his after-tax investment dollars, am about the inability of small

businesses to gain vi tal access to capital markets. For these

reasons, in my judgment, there has never been a more imp:lrtant

time in the history of the Comnission to be its Chairman.

'!be Role of '!'he Securities Markets

As eadl of us - securities professionals, corporate

executives, investors, government regulatocs, ard private

citizens - struggles with the challenges facin.; the securities

industry, it is key that we bear in mind the role which those

markets play as an element in our overall social fabric. In our
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econany, the securities markets serve as the vehicle through

~ich capital is dlanneled from private hands into what are, ultimately,

national priorities - the creation of jobs, the provision

of equiprent am facilities necessary to produce the goods am

services whidl define our standard of livin;, am the assurance

of econanic security for our citizens. In that sense, it is not

an overstatement to s8!f that the securities markets are at the

heart of our society. If the PJblic loses confidence in the fairness

am integrity of our capital markets am of the businesses which

these markets have fostered ani which they sustain, then the result,

inevitably, will J:e a restructuring - not just of our securities

markets, oot just of our private enterprise system, but of the

principles en whidl our society is based,

Viewedfran that perspective then, the dlallenges am

responsibilities facin; the securities industry tcx1ayare
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national, not merely irrlustry, concerns. With that premise

in mind, I would like to turn to a brief overview of some

of the probl.ens which I see facirg the Irdustry.

An EconomicProfile of the Securities Industry

Durin; the past 10 years, our capital markets have been

subjected to unprecedented economic and regulatory stresses

which caught us largely unprepared -- a shock wave after two decades

of unbelievable and virtually uninterrupted economic growth which

peaked in 1968 with irrlustry revenues of over five billion dollars.

During the 160s, the economywas good and the market was great.

The average annual canpourrl rate of return for the Standard and

PoorIS SOOwas just short of 15 percent. During that entire

pericrl, there were only four years in which the market declined.

Until 1969, manyprofessionals in the securities irrlustry

an:l many investors hed experienced no other kim of market.

-
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Many assumed -- or at least hoped -- things would continue

that way forever.

The 1970s, by contrast, have already seen two recessions,

one the sharpest am most protracted of the postwar era. Inflation

- a problem which 10 years ago many economists thought to be

controllable -- has proved remarkable in its ability to resist

fiscal and monetary cure. Weed, inflation is beginning to exhibit

a teooency to becane a permanent feature of our econanic Landscape,

Inflation, in turn, breeds recession. It causes business to limit

expansion, to delay expenditures, am to play it close to the vest.

Aoother economywideproblem which has bed a severe impact

at the securities Irduscry is the overall low rate of profitability

of Americanbusiness. I have spoken extensively on this subject

on several recent occasions. For the present it should suffice

to point out that, regardless of the ever-increasing figures which

-
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appear on the bottan line of corporate incane statements, the

earnings of business in terms of real ~rchasing power net

of the econanic cost of consumirg assets - are dangerously low

and totally inadequate.

Inflation, unemploym:nt, low profitability,

the energy crisis am the relaterl jump in oil prices, am an erosion

.of confidence in leadership - all of those factors am others have

hed an impact on the securities irxiustry.

For these reasons, just as the rush into the market dur ing

the '60s was a natural response to the prevailirg econanic climate,

it is hardly surprising that individual investors continue to leave

the market today, U.S. GovernmentNo. 8s of I 83 yield 7.5 percent.

AT&Tbonds can be bought to Yield more than 8 percent. COality

municipals are similarly attractive. Under these circumstances,

is the incentive to invest in the equity market camnensurate with

the a:lderl risks?
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Ever-increasing amounts of individual savings are finding

their way into pension funds and other institutions. At the same

time, however, these institutions themselves have been placing

a larger share of their ownnewmoney in fixed incomesecurities

and equities which can be justified under ERISA.

Developnents such as these have serious negative implications,

particularly for new equity issues which have becomevirtually extinct as

contrasted to the late '60s and the early '70s. Today, only the

higher-quality, tNell-capitalized companies enjoy access to the

equity markets. Am even for them, the cost in terms of pr ice/earnings

ratio is high. 'lhe problem'is even more ser ious for companies

seekirg to cane to market for the first time. Arxi manycompanfes

cannot raise additional debt without expanding tne ir equity base.

'Ihus, they are caught in a growth-constricting vise. Such firms
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must either restrain their growth or be acquired by larger companies.

Either course stifles creativity and innovation. In sum, the shortage

of equity capital, in the lorg run, inhibits technological advancement

and dampens increases in productivity. It prevents the development

of the Xeroxs am ISMsof tomorrow.

The impact on the securities industry itself of the economic

and market conditions which prevailed during the earlier years of

this decade has been tremerdous, Perhaps the most serious consequences

of this period have been the loss of PUblic confidence in the markets and

the illumination of structural weaknesses in both the securities

industry am in its regulatory organizations. Further, beginning

wi th the back office problems of the late '60s and followed by

shrinkirq volume, profit margins declined, firm capital was severely

impaired, arrl a nUIIberof firms liquidated or merged.
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Against this econanic background, the Wustry confronted

the regulatory challenges which began with the abolition of fixed

comnission rates on May1, 1975, and which will extend through the

creation of the Congressionally-mandated national market system.

As May Day approached, some suggested that Wall Street IS popul.at ion

would quickly be reduced to a few predaninate finns, none of them

membersof the NYSE;a massive shake-out was foreseen as firms

scrambled for market-share, and, because of their cost structures,

were successively priced out of competition.

AIthough these analysts proved to be urrluly alarmed, the

very real costs that have been borne by m:mbers of the Wustry

duriIl:J this transition to price canpetition cannot lightly be

dismissed. Since May 1, 1975, something on the order of 100 New

York Stock Exchange memberfions have disappeara:l. Further, fions

tNhichhad depenjed on one type of service for the bulk of their
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revenues have been forced to explore the feasibility of providing,

through one means or another, a wider range of financial products

am services. In fact, I think it clear that there is a connection

between the demise of fixed commission rates and the explosion of

interest in the trading of starrlardized options. Further, I

am concerned that same of the commission charges and carnpeti-

:tiveness now going on may, in effect, be predatory and

destructive. 'lbese are the sorts of economic and regulatory

interrelationships that the Commission must explore in order to

gain a better understanding of the dynamics of the marketplace.

Moreover, the recent trerrl of mergers in the irrlustry

must be seriously examined. To the extent that mergers result in

stronger managements, greater operating efficiencies, sounder

capi tal structures, am better service to customers, am ability

to respord to am survive the changes in the irrlustry, they can
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be healthy. To the extent that they may impair liquidity, result

in undue concentration, stifle the ability of small, speciality

firms to thrive -- and to the extent that economicconcentration

is in anticipation of an ~ined future market structure which

has not yet been defined -- I am trouble::i. Has the concentration

gone too far? we need to look at that carefully. I do not think

the verdict is in. I understand the legitimate and very real concerns

\rtlich manyof you have voiced. I share that unease. If Wustry

concentratioo impairs the liquidity, depth, and character of our

markets, it will be of serious concern at the Commission.

In this same connectien, I should note that there is mum we

do oot yet knowabout the general impact of negotiated rates and

their specific impact en the consolidation movement. Better

information from the irxlustry would assist us in un:1erstanding

both the impact of negotiated rates am the way in which~
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the business is changing, ard in dealing responsibly ard timely

with potent.Ial problems. In order to facilitate reaching that

goal, I have asked the ConmissionI s econanists to seek some

detailed financial information - on a ene-time, voluntary

basis -- fran selected firms. w'hile there is, of course, no

cbligation to reply to this type of inquiry, I urge those contacted

to cooperate. In the long iun, it will surely benefit the irrlustry

for meaod my cnlleagues to have the best possible urderatandtnq

of its econanics.

The most recent financial data presently available on the

operating results of securities firms tell a somewhatmixed

story. nJr ing the first three quarters of 1977, New YorkStock

Exchangememberfinns doing a public business had aggregate

pre-tax incomeof $328million -- less than half of the $753

million earned during the sane pericrl in 1976. This decline can,

-
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however, be better understood if we rememberthat 1975 and 1976

were exceptionally good years while 1973 and 1974 were unusually

poor. Because of this volatility, it is not easy to define an

average year for the securities industry. Wlat can be said for

the 1977 results to date is that they are neither especially good

nor particularly tad, but somewherein between.

In sunmary, the securities industry is enduring a pericrl

of unprecedented upheaval in its econanic environment - without

relief in sight. The combinErlresults of a more restrained national

econany arxJ unfixed rates of ccmnission have worked imp:>rtant

changes in the industry - but have not crippled it; more than

two ~ars after the unfixing of canmission rates, the industry

remains viable and resourceful.

With this picture of the current heal th of the markets

in min::},I would like to tum fran the imustry's past am present

to its future - the development of the national market system.
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'!he Developnent of the National Market System

VIlenI joined the Ccmnission sane seven months ago, I said

that I felt as though I was boardin:r a train movirq at full speed

that would cnly stop for an instant, if at all, to pick me up.

The Commission's journey toward a national market system has

been a long cne - one that ccmnencedwell l::efore my arrival.

As many of ycu know, the concept of a national market

system was first articulated by the Commissionin March of 1971,

in the Commission's letter transmittin:r the Institutional Investor

Study Report to the Congress - nore than four years before the

enactment of the 1975 Amendments. In succeedirq years, the

concept was anplified in Commissionhearings, by Carmission

policy statements, an:] in various Catmi.ssion rulemaking proceeddnqs

covering a broad range of subject matters - including various

proposals an:] requests for cooment regardin:J the implementation
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of a canposite quotation systen, a consolidated transaction report.irq

system, a a:mpJsite book, am the removal of fixed camtission

rates.

The 1975 Amerrlmentsestablished the necessity of developing

a national market systen as a matter of national policy, and

provided the Conmi.ssionwith new specific grants of authority with

which to pursue that goal. In short, the Congress directed the

Commission, fthaving due regard for the public interest, the pro-

tectioo of investors, am the maintenance of fair and orderly

markets, to use its authority under [the Act] to facilitate the

establishment of a national market systen for securities in

accordance with .. specific Congressional fWings am d:ljectives.

Obviously, the purpose of the Congressional mandate is to

enhance the quality am integrity of the markets, not to diminish

than. Congressional laIJ3uage is replete with this message, for

example:
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"[Ijnvestors should be able to ootain the best,
most economic and fair execution of their
orders and be assured that, because of open
competition among market makers, the total
market for each security is as liquid
and orderly as the characteristics
of that security warrant."

and Congress believerl that:

II [Ejvery effort should be made to design the national

market systen in such a way that public
investors [in securities which are suitable for
auction trading] receive the benefits and protections
associated with auction-type trading."

and finally, the Act itself says:

"The linking of all markets for qualified
securities through communication and data
processing facilities will foster efficiency,
enhance competition, increase the informa-
tion available to brokers, dealers, and
investors, facilitate the offsetting of
investor orders, and contribute to best
executioo of sum orders. II
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Pursuit of a national market system is among the most

difficult and challenging of the many tasks that the Congress has

assigned to the Conmissioo. Before we reach journey's ern, we

must do far more than formulate rules and procedures to preclude

conduct clearly perceived as wrongful or inimical to the pUblic

interest, or to enforce relatively well-understood standards

of behavior. In order to facilitate - and I use that word to

connote some degree of restraint - movement to a national market

system, it now appears that the Conmission must assume a leadership

role in the design of the structure of the marketplace and the

develcpment of conmunications, procesairn , aod other technological

systems that may alter significantly the methods by which securities

are tradErl. Arrl, to assure that these systems function appropriately,

it will be necessary, in conjunction with self-regulatory organizations,

to design rules to channel the conduct of market professionals

so as to maximize appropriate use of those facilities in the context

of an evolving national market structure and system. I 
t
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The Commission, in pursuing the development of a national

market system, has rooved sanewhat cautiously. Olanges that impact

structure must be carefully considered, must create stronger am

better markets for all participants, am must improve the integrity

am fairness of the marketplace. Requiring development am use

of new systems necessarily increases, if only in the short term,

:.the costs Incurred by the securities Irduatry am, ultimately,

by the public investors whouse the markets. Those costs frequently

seem so substantial -- am, paradoxically, so difficult to quantify

-- that the Commissionhas to weigh carefully, in each instance

am in advance, the feasibility am practicality of each systen

the Comnission might consider requiring. Similarly, in a::1dressing

national market system concerns which do not deperxl upon specific

technological innovation - but nevertheless involve fundamental

restructuring of the regulation of trading by the Commissionam

the self-regulatory organizations -- the Commissionperceives
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a special need to grasp clearly ani as canpletely as possible

the consequences of its actions. Moreover, and perhaps more im!X'rtantly,

the Comnission must be prepared to implement appropriate collateral

steps to assure that public investors and market professionals are not

inj ured ani aIr;{ other adverse effects on the orderly functioning of the

markets are avoided.

Iast mnth the Hoose Subcamnittee on Oversight ani

Investigations, ani the House Subcannittee on ConsumerProtection

and Finance, roundly criticized the Commissionfor not using its

authority more vigorously to facilitate the establishment of a

national market system. 'nx:>seHoose Subccmnittees also charged

that the securities imustry has faila3 to take the initiative

in this area aJ'X3 urged that the Ccmnission now exert the leadership

necessary to develop more fully a national market system. Similarly,

manyof the witnesses in our recent off-board trading hearings, a

I 

I 
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goOOI'J.JlTIberof whan I see here today, recognized that progress

toward the national market system has been slower than expected ard

expressed the view that additional leadership fran the Commission

is necessary arXl desirable. Yet I do not believe that anyone

involved in the enactment of the •75 Amerrlmentsexpected that

the problems associated with the roovementtoward a national market

sYsten would be solved easily or rapidly. There are simply too

many pieces to this most canplex and fascinating puzzle.

The Commission is not, however, satisfied with the current

rate of progress, despite the difficulty of the task. In part,

we believe that progress has been impededby the apparent

inability of several of the self-regulatory organizations, arrl

several of the discrete segments of the securities iooustry, to

overcame their self-interests and to settle upon a cammoncourse

of action to implement the Congressional policy. The Ccmnission

recognizes that an irx]ustry with many, often diverse, interests f
i 

1
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may fim it difficult to cane together. Nonetheless, we are

concerned with the inability of the industry to provide its own

leadership - even when it claims to feel as threatened as it does.

It is unfortunate that the industry would let those who control

the existing mechanisms protect their own vested interests, at

what may well be the expense of the industry as a whole. As a

person who has devoted a major portion of his life to encouraging

and participating in private sector initiatives to prevent or

obviate the need for government intervention, I am especially

concerned with the broadly-based industry criticism of the Commission

for not filli1l3' that void.anJ providing that leadership. If, however,

Congressional and Commission expectations that the industry will

design anJ implement a national market system r~~in unfulfilled

because of the diversity of economic self-interests, let me assure

you that this Commission will discharge vigorously its full responsibility
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ani authority under the Exchange Act arrl provide the necessary

leadership to assure to progress which is both real am prompt.

There are, however, sane encouraqfrq signals that the

industry has begun to perceive its responsibilities. In response

to the ,Commission's contemplated action to removeoff-board trading

restrictions announced in June of this year, various segments of

of the securities in:3ustry have increased their efforts to design

aM implement new facilities to link markets together. Similarly,

there have-been experiments with various ways to broaden protection

of limit orders on a national basis and to accommodatebrokers'

needs to obtain more rapid access to multiple markets.

Steps are also urXlerwayto provide for camnunications links

between the nation's market centers wnich will permit orders for

the purchase ani sale of multiply-traded securities to be sent
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fran one market center to another when the price in the latter

market is nore favorable. '!be contemplated systems, as a technical

matter, appear amenable to use by both exchanges am over-the-counter

market makers. 'Ihese linkage systems assume, of course, the existence

of a composite quotation system so that professionals in each

market center would have access to current firm quotations --

with size am depth -- fran all participating market centers.

Although tmplementation of such proposals would create

new and better opportunities for brokers and dealers to direct

individual orders fran one market center to another, the linkages

contenplatai fall short of the ultimate Congressional mandate. They

wcW.d oot seem to provide the capability to route order flow fran
I

"upstairs" to market centers on a nondiscriminatory basis. Nor

wculd these linkages provide mechanisms to "hi t" bids and offers

reflectai in the quotation system without urx:1ergoingthe delays
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and uncertainties inherent in routing orders. Finally, the proposed

linkages do little to establish a national auction based on price

and time priority throughout the country, or to provide universal

limit order protection in an auction context. Accordingly, further

attention must be given also to weighing other proposals which,

while involving certain practical and technological problems,

wOuldnot have these limitations.

Seizing upon any, or all, of these initiatives would represent

a significant advance for the Irdusnry in enhancdrq the tradin:1

mechanismsof the marketplace. I cannot speak for the Camnission

tooay with respect to whether the reed to a national market system

begins or eods with a consolidated limit order book facility which

has self-executiIXJ capacity: or whether that roed wioos its way

through a'composite quotation system which successively ,over time,

deVelops intermarket linkage, routing, aod self-executin:;r capacities
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am limit order protection: or whether the system will evolve

Oller time in directions none of us can nowfully anticipate -

directions arisin:} out of both our experience, am future technological,

econanic, end legislative deve.lopnents , Nor can I tell you tcday

whether the marketplace of the near future will be one that rewards

those ....tlohave organized their strategies tc internalize order

f-low. I can tell you today, however, that those whoare so hedgirg

their bets do so at the risk that large concentrated structures

may be inefficient competitors in the national system that eventually

energes.

'!he ultimate shape am dynamics of the national market

system will, of course, umergo manychanges as 'Ne proceed fran

where we are today. Besides a disposition of the off-board trading

rules, refinements in the consolidated transaction reporting system,

various proposals for a conpoai te book, conpos ite quotation system,
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autanate:i order routing arrl execution systens, systen governance,

ani a national system for the clearance arxJ settlement of seeur i ties

transactions, we at the Commissionmust also concern ourselves with

the scmewhat unexpected growth of options trading arxJ give thorough am

careful consideration to the role, if any, options will play in

a national system.

'!be 175 Amerments, moreover, significantly revise

the major portions of the Securities Exchange Act which govern the

functions ard activities of the exchanges am the NASD. In

recognition of the substantial amerrlnents to those provisions

the Congress detailed a special procedure under which the Ccmnission

could review the pre-existing rules of the exchanges am the NASD

for consistency with the new provisions of the Act. 'Ihrough that

process, over 900 rules, covering a broad range of regulatory

matters, have been isolated for close examination. Arrl, super imposed
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on both the efforts to draw the separate tradin:J markets arrl cl.ear.irq

facilities into a cohesive national system and the elimination

of barriers to competition and self-regulatory rules that are

inconsistent with the spirit and letter of the Act, is the ll(a)

mandate of May Day 1978 - a mandate which you asked for.

Each of these are moving - no, speeding - targets at

which we all must take aim while proceed irq toward the markets

of the future. Arrl, I cannot tell you today, with any degree of

precision, what form the national market system ultimately will

take, or Whichof the variety of proposals currently under consideration

will serve as its core. Further, I do not mean to signal tcrlay

that any particular facility currently under consideration must

necessarily be the first, secord , thiro, or even fourth step as

we frogress toward our overall objective. !klwever, systems ~ich
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have been proposed as solutions to the problems of a national

market system -- if they are to survive as permanent elements

of a mature system -- must be tested for consistency or canpatibili ty

with the following criteria: IX> they provide for interaction ot

all orders? IX> they contemplate the linkage of all markets

am marketmakers in the same security? Arxl do they provide for am

create, or tern to lea:i to the creation of, a truly national auction

based an price and time priorities?

Off-Beard-Trading Restrictions

With regard to off-board trading restrictions -- those

remainiIJJ exchange rules which preclude or inhibit over-the-

counter trading in listed securities by exchange membersacting

as agent on crosses or as principal -- there is, an:] has been,

widespread recognition that such restrictions are a significant
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barrier to fair canpetition amorq brokers arrl dealers, amorq

exchange markets, arrl amongmarkets other than exchange markets.

As you may be too well aware, the Comnission has devoted considerable

study since December1975, to the consequences of renoving those

restrictions, am in June of this year ccmnenceda proceed.irq

eddressed to their removal on January 1, 1978.

Since the comnencementof the Comnission1s consideration

of this issue there has been considerable controversy surrounding

the Conmissiool s proposed action, am its impact on existirq structures

in the securities irrlustry. ve are not unaware of the fact that

sane of the possible consequences of removirq these rules tcrlay

waIl.d be edverse , if, Weed, those consequences came to pass.

But neither are ~ oblivious to the fact that, in other respects,.
removal of these rules could foster manyof the cbjectives of

the ExchangeAct, freeing up canpetitive forces am energies in
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the securities Irduscry to achieve ems whidl may not be achievable

by other neans, As an ultimate matter, I fim it difficult to

conceive of a national market systan, as Congress envisaged it

in 1975, \tilich is encurrt>eredby parochial, in:1ividual market-centered

restrictions on the competitive process.

The issue of removal of off-board trading rules, has,

unfortunately in my view, been propelled into a position of praninence

and currency to the point where it has taken on a life of its own

irrleperrlent from the overall purposes of the Exchange Act, including

achievement of a national market system for securities. Manyhave

speculated publicly as to what the Conmission's next step will or

should be in the off-board trading proceeding. Arrl, I certainly

urx3erstan:i the anxiety am the interest with which those in the

securities irxiustry - Weed, those of you in this room- view

the Comni.ssicn's current deliberations am the decision we hal
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hoped in June to make in advance of January 1st. Having made a

a long-term COIIInitmentto achieving the broader objectives of the

Exchange Act, however, we cannot distort that effort by quick

decisions or narrow dispositions of par t icul.ar issues considered

in a vacuum, or risk haphazard results in matters profoundly

affecting the structure and operation of the securities markets.

~ will proceed with all p:>ssible speed, utilizing all the

resources at our conmand, to settle the off-board trading problem

within the context of the national market system and with

due regard to all the relevant factors.

we must be satisfied, in considering removal of off-board

trading. rules, that the various objectives of the Exchange Act

will I::e furthered, not retarded. If we are not persuaded that removal

of off-board trading rules will interfere with achievement of these

objectives, or degrade the markets, consider ing the aggregate

effects of such removal, the law requires that they be eliminated.
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we will not require removal of off-board trading rules if

determire that, by doiIl:J so, ~ would diminish existiIl:J opportunities

for investor orders to be executed without the participation of a

dealer, make the execution of securities transactions less efficient

than they are tcday, make competition l:etween am amongmarkets

a~ securities professionals less fair than is nowthe case, or

diminish the competitive capacity of all brokers to serve their

customers properly. The Congress fourd in 1975 that these objectives

are in the public interest and appropriate for the protection of

investors and the maintenance of fair and orderly markets. we must

.'-.:~"- .
take action in the matter of off-board trading rules', and generally

toward a national market systan, in a manner calculated' to' serve

these several objectives.

Conclusion

As I stated earlier, I believe that the challenges facing

the industry make this the most important ti.me in the last

~
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forty years for service as the Conmissioo's Chairman. For that

reason, I agreed that a five-year canmitment was both appropriate

am necessary if the Conmission is to provide the stability am

continuity in leadership Whichwill be necessary during the transition

to a national market systen. VEfully recognize our respons ibfLi.ty

to do the best we can to make the future more predictable. On

balance, however, the issues are of such importance, arrl we will

all have to live with their consequences for so long a time,

that SOITe tenporary uncertainty, uncanfortab1e as it is, is an

insignificant price to pay to ensure careful am reasoned 10119-

term decisions.


